Intercom function instructions

1. into the intercom function interface, click options, you can perform the following operations
   1.1, hold down the left side of mobile phone keys can be two machines or machines at the same time intercom (the same frequency
   1.2, press the navigation key about the direction key to set the intercommunication of different frequency
   1.3, press the navigation key can increase the volume button on the intercom, intercom keys less volume or mobile phone on the right side of two keys can increase or decrease the volume key intercom

2. option
   Power regulation:

According to the power level need to adjust the walkie talkie, high power consumption, the power consumption is low

Manual input SQ

You can modify the monitoring mode of the SQ range, the received signal values less than this value when the horn is not open, can not hear each other speak, must be greater than the value that is set to open the horn to hear speech

Mute setting

You can adjust the value based on the intercom needs to set the tone of encryption, namely channel encryption, to prevent external signals with same frequency interference or receive others and sent to the other machine.

Sign out

In no intercom function can be pulled directly from the intercom function, if you do not want to quit direct background, switch to the background but also as can talk